


































































































Programmee d' Amelioration d'Habitatが、また
公的団地を対象として団地更新事業『居住と社会
生活~ HVS:Habitat et Vie Socialeが誕生してい
る。 1984年には『居住と社会生活~ HVSは、総合
的な団地更新事業である『地区社会開発~ DSQ: 









































































































表 l 住宅所有形態別住宅手当 AL、APL受給世帯数及び受給率
(単位:千世帯)
受給世帯数 持家(ローン有)
AL受給世帯 208 (19.0%) (3.8) 
APL受給世帯 889 (81.0%) (16.4) 
住宅手当受給世帯 1，097 ( 20.2%) 
住宅手当非受給世帯 4，322 ( 79.8%) 
ぷ口合、 計 5，419 (100.0%) 
受給世帯数 公 的 f昔 家
HLM借家
AL受給世帯 624 (41.8%) (17.6) 558 (40.3%) (17.8) 
APL受給世帯 870 (58.2%) (24.6) 825 (59.7%) (26.3) 
住宅手当受給世帯 1，494 ( 42.2%) 1.383 ( 44.0%) 
住宅手当非受給世帯 2，044 ( 57.8%) 1，758 ( 56.0%) 
d口"- 計 3，538 (100.0%) 3.141 (100.0%) 
受給世帯数 民 営 {音 家
1948年法借家
AL受給世帯 843 (89.6%) (20.6) 89 (89.6%) (17.7) 
APL受給世帯 98 (10.4%) (2.4) 7 (10.4%) (1.4) 
住宅手当受給世帯 941 ( 23.0%) 96 (19.1%) 
住宅手当非受給世帯 3，146 ( 77.0%) 406 (80.9%) 
d仁Lヨ 計 4，087 (100.0%) 502 (100.0%) 
受給世帯数 全 世 寸守法Tオ
AL受給世帯 1，675 (47.4%) (8.1) 
APL受給世帯 1，858 (52.6%) (9.0) 
住宅手当受給世帯 3，533 (17.1%) 
住宅手当非受給世帯 17，167 (82.9%) 


























































































95， 584oX3. 7 
住宅ローン支払額L=3， 200F、光熱費C=4028Fの場合、
(24，211XO.26) + (66，000-24，211) XO.60 
Lo= 
12 
住宅手当APLの計算式は APL=K (L+Cー Lo)なので
APL=O. 763 (3，200+428-2，614) = 774F 
収入階梯別割引率(被課税所得RIこ乗じる)










ゾ}ン 1 ゾ}ン2 ゾ}ン 3
単身世帯 1，962 1，750 1，633 
扶養者無し世帯 2，366 2， 107 1， 958 
扶養者1人世帯 2.770 2，464 2，283 




















[出典]Paul MASSE(1990) :LE GUIDE COMPLET DU LOGEMENT 1990-2eme edition， 
Constructions Neuves et Anciennes 
大家:日仏の家賃補助制度についての考察 127 
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In J apan， an housing subsidy system called “Tokutei Yuryo Chintai Jutaku Kyokyu Sokushin 
Seido" has been created in 1993. In those days， the prices of the lands had become to maximum， 
especially in the urban areas and the purchase of the own-occupied houses for the average workers 
became seriously difficult， as it showed， in1990， the average rate of the income against the house 
price became 8.2， although it was normally expected to be around 5.0. 
Tokuyuchin was given its' birth under such severe circumstances under which they could not 
expect the supply of public housing anymore by the ordinary directly-suppulied way of public 
housing either by housing authorities or by municipalities. 
So， inthis system， what they did was to take the alternative way to supply public houses by 
renting the private-rented houses on public use so that the rents don't reflect the highly-rised land 
prices because there was no need to purchase the land newly. 
Tokuyuchin itself， contains double-faced two types of public aid， one of which is building subsidy 
and other one is the rent subsidy. This rent subsidy which is only the part of the Tokuyuchin， is
considered to be different from the general rent subsidy system which supposed to exisit indepen-
dently. 
Considering the fact that the rent subsidy of Tokuyuchin makes the distinction from the general 
rent subsidies， we sti1l can see the significance in the comparison of those rent subsidy sistems in 
J apan and in France， based on the ideas firstly because they are both the nation-wide systems， 
secondly because they are the leading programme to encourage the housing standards which had 
been founded in the field of housing policy not in the field of social security as before. 
The first half of this paper refers about the backgroud of the foundation of the system， how they 
apply the system， the points as concern， together with the consideration of the difference in the 
frame of the public housing supplying system and the housing policy itself. And the second half 
sacrifices on the comparison of those two systems and after that on the points to be considered 
related to Tokuyuchin which is expected to play fairly important role in Japanses public housing 
policy from the viewpoint of quantity as. 
